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 Taylor     Swift     is     coming     out     with     a     new     album,     Midnights.     This     will     be     her     10th     Studio 
 album.     This     will     be     her     first     album     since     2020     when     she     released     folklore     and     evermore. 
 Although     she     has     since     released     Taylor’s     Version     of     Red     and     Fearless.     At     the     MTV     VMAs     on 
 8-28-2022,     Taylor     won     video     of     the     year     for     “All     Too     Well”     a     10-minute     edition     of     Taylor’s 
 Version.     Once     on     stage,     she     announced     the     release     of     Midnights.     The     next     day     August     28th, 
 2022     Taylor     made     a     post     on     Instagram,     where     she     wrote     “Midnights,     the     stories     of     13     sleepless 
 nights     scattered     throughout     my     life,     will     be     out     October     21.     Meet     me     at     midnight.”     Through     this 
 post,     she     also     revealed     the     album     cover     for     Midnights. 

 ●  Midnights 
 In     Taylor’s     Instagram     post     she     also     wrote     “We     lie  awake     in     love     and     in     fear,     in 

 turmoil     and     in     tears.     We     stare     at     walls     and     drink     until     they     speak     back.     We     twist     in     our 
 self-made     cages     and     pray     that     we     aren’t-right     this 
 minute-about     to     make     some     fateful     life-altering 
 mistake.     This     is     a     collection     of     music     written     in     the 
 middle     of     the     night,     a     journey     through     terrors     and 
 sweet     dreams.     The     floors     we     pace     and     the     demons     we 
 face.     For     all     of     us     who     have     tossed     and     turned     and 
 decided     to     keep     the     lanterns     lit     and     go 
 searching-hoping     that     just     maybe,     when     the     clock 
 strikes     twelve…     we’ll     meet     ourselves.”     All     Taylor     has 
 revealed     is     the     release     date,     album     name,     amount     of 
 songs,     and     what     she     wrote     the     songs     about.     Although 
 according     to     Capitalfm.com,     “fans     think     the     star     could 
 be     returning     to     the     road     to     tour     the     upcoming     project.” 
 This     has     not     been     confirmed     or     denied     by     Taylor     or     her 
 team,     but     fans     believe     this     is     a     big     possibility.     Taylor 
 through     TikTok     will     slowly     be     revealing     the     name     of 
 each     track,     she's     calling     this     series     “Midnights 

 Mayhem     with     Me     ''     the     name     of     track     13     was     revealed,     Mastermind.     Continue     watching 
 her     TikTok     while     she     reveals     more     of     the     track     names.     Most     importantly     listen     to 
 Midnights     on     October     21st     at     midnight. 

 ●  Products 

 Available     on     taylorswift.com 
 Vinyl     $29.99 
 CD     $12.99 
 Cassette     $17.99 
 Digital     Edition     $11.99 
 Midnights     CD     clock     $39     does     not     include     CDs 



 Different     colors     currently     include     Moonstone     Blue,     Jade     Green,     Blood     Moon,     and     Mahogany. 
 There     are     clean     versions     of     the     album     on     CD     that     also     can     be     purchased. 

 Available     at     Target 
 Exclusive     Lavender     Deluxe     Edition     CD     $13.99 

 3     bonus     tracks 
 A     collectible     lyric     booklet     with     photos 
 Unique     disc     artwork 

 Lavender     Edition     Vinyl     $29.99 
 An     8-page     lyric     booklet     with     photos 
 Collectible     album     jacket 
 Full-sized     gatefold     photo 
 Collectible     album     sleeve 


